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GOING FOR THE GOLD 1

“Make no mistake, I support the idea of performance funding because moving from bronze to
gold would give us the ability to gain $3.4 million in additional resources.”—Dr. Ken Atwater

Dr. Ken Atwater, President of Hillsborough Community College (HCC), saw the email flash across his
monitor, “2018-19 Performance Funding: Hillsborough Community College” sent from the Chancellor of
the Florida College System (FCS). The email was 12 months in the making. In 2015, the Florida
Legislature created the first performance funding-based incentive program in its General Appropriations
Act (Laws of Florida Ch. 2015-232. (n.d.)). Proviso language required the State Board of Education to
allocate performance funds pursuant to a performance funding model. The performance model had four
performance funding metrics: retention, graduation, wages and job placement (see Exhibit 1).
This one message would answer a burning question that had been lingering in the college’s top
administrators’ minds: Where would the college land in another year of performance funding? Atwater
contemplatively read the email, “A Bronze ranking, again.” This Bronze designation meant the college
was not eligible for new state distributed performance funds—meaning almost $2 million would not be
appropriated to HCC. Atwater asked himself “what needs to be done so HCC is eligible for this funding?”
The 2015 Florida Legislature inserted language into its General Appropriations Act creating the FCS’
performance funding-based incentive program. The direction of millions of dollars distributed throughout
Florida colleges had been determined including a final ranking of Gold, Silver, Bronze or Purple for each
college, with Gold being the highest ranking. This ranking determined whether HCC received millions in
new dollars; money that in an environment of budget cuts to the entire FCS over the last two years would
be extremely important to the students, faculty, and administrators across Hillsborough County.
Atwater knew the college needed to improve its score, thus allowing HCC to move into a Silver or Gold
category. The improvement in the score to gain the additional dollars boiled down to concentrated efforts
towards providing the best education for students while equipping faculty with the right resources to
improve effectiveness. Atwater thought, "Easier said than done. I am faced with the proverbial chicken
before the egg or egg before the chicken. I may need funding to make the necessary changes to improve
the scores. However, without the necessary changes to show improvement in scores, we will not receive
the funding."
Regardless of the dilemma, the question had to be asked, "What strategies should be implemented to
increase scores in the four performance metrics that the college would be judged on? Should the college
expand tracking of the cohort of students that is examined? Should new student success initiatives be
rolled out to help students?" Atwater wanted answers. He had approximately two million reasons why.
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Higher Education in the United States

The United States has valued education since its inception. One of the founding fathers, George
Washington, said “the best means of forming a manly, virtuous, and happy people will be found in the
right education of youth. Without this foundation, every other means, in my opinion, must
fail” (Washington, Lucas,1999). In the US, the education system is decentralized as a result of the Tenth
Amendment of the US Constitution, stating that any power not given to the federal government is given
to the people or the states. Consequently, the overall jurisdiction to create and administer public schools
was appropriated to the states. According to U.S. News & World Report, The United States was ranked
#2 for the Best Countries for Education (McPhillips, 2018).

Origins

The United States had a postsecondary education system that was widespread and diverse. Establishment
of the first universities dated back to the colonial era. According to the National Center for Education
Statistics, the number of students projected to attend colleges and universities in fall 2018 was 19.9
million. Approximately 6.7 million students attended 2-year institutions and 13.3 million attended 4-year
institutions in fall 2018. There were more than 600 public and 1,700 private, four-year colleges and
universities in the United States (NCES, 2016).
The United States established the community college system in 1933. Community colleges generally
attempted to be responsive to the community in which they operated. Specifically:
Community colleges (sometimes called junior colleges) fulfill several key missions: (a) form a
transitional academic link between high school and the university; (b) offer vocational and
technical training; (c) provide adult and community education services; and (d) serve the
education and training needs of local employers. They generally offer two-year degree programs
leading to the associate degree, as well as short certificate and diploma programs in a variety of
academic and vocational fields. There are approximately 1,100 public and 700 private two-year
colleges in the United States. (Education in the United States: A Brief Overview, 2007)
In most states, the state constitution addressed the subject of education and the state legislature had the
preeminent authority over education topics. The state legislature delegated a significant amount of policy
making authority to the state board of education. State boards of education were bodies of citizens
appointed by the legislature or governor (or popularly elected, depending on the state). The state board
was responsible for approving statewide education policies and determining budget priorities.
The Florida Legislature established the Community College Council in 1955 to recommend long- range
plans for development of a system of junior colleges strategically situated across the state. The Council
recommended that 28 community junior colleges be established to put higher education within easy
commuting distance of virtually all Florida residents.
Hillsborough Junior College (HJC) became the 27th educational institution to be organized under the
master plan. The College was founded on October 4, 1967, when Governor Claude Kirk appointed a
Junior College Advisory Committee to the Hillsborough County Board of Public Instruction. Dr. R.
William Graham was appointed the founding president in March 1968 (HCC Factbook, 2018).
Jurisdiction was then transferred from the public school system to an appointed board of trustees, and in
July 1968, the Advisory Committee became HJC’s first official Board of Trustees.
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Florida’s Higher Education System

Florida’s public higher education system consisted of the State University System of Florida and the
Florida College System. Florida had 12 public four-year universities and 28 public community and state
colleges. The State University System of Florida was overseen by a Chancellor and governed by the
Florida Board of Governors. The Florida Board of Governors was a governing board made up of
seventeen members. There were fourteen voting members appointed by the governor as well as the
Florida Commissioner of Education, the Chair of the Advisory Council of Faculty Senates, and the
President of the Florida Student Association. The Board appointed a Chancellor who served as the
system’s Chief Executive Officer.
Florida College System institutions were governed by local Boards of Trustees who were appointed by
Florida’s Governor and confirmed by the Florida Senate. Florida Statute dictated that HCC’s Board of
Trustees consist of five members who reside in Hillsborough County. An ex-officio Student Trustee also
served on the Board. The 28 colleges were coordinated under the jurisdiction of the State Board of
Education (SBE). The SBE was a board composed of members appointed by the Florida Governor and
confirmed by the Florida Senate. The role of the SBE was to guide and direct public K-12 education and
the Florida College System.
The mission of the State Board of Education was:
Increase the proficiency of all students within one seamless, efficient system, by providing them
with the opportunity to expand their knowledge and skills through learning opportunities and
research valued by students, parents, and communities, and to maintain an accountability system
that measures student progress toward the following goals:
•
•
•
•

Highest student achievement
Seamless articulation and maximum access
Skilled workforce and economic development
Quality, efficient services

(Florida Department of Education, n.d.)
A Florida College System institution’s associate degree could be transferred to any of the State University
System’s 12 universities thanks to Florida’s Statewide 2+2 Articulation Agreement.
Established in 1971, Florida's Statewide 2+2 Articulation Agreement provides the foundation for
the associate in arts degree as the most direct means of transferring from a Florida college to one
of the 12 state universities to earn a baccalaureate degree. Articulation ensures that students
receive credit for comparable coursework without unnecessary repetition when transferring from
one institution to another.
(Solodev, n.d.)
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Florida colleges had two primary funding sources. Approximately 50% was an appropriation from the
Florida Legislature. $1.2 billion was appropriated to the college system in the 2018/19 fiscal year. The
other 50% was from tuition charged.
In 2015, the Florida Legislature created the first performance funding-based incentive program in the
General Appropriations Act (Laws of Florida Ch. 2015-232. (n.d.)). Proviso language required the State
Board of Education to allocate these funds pursuant to a performance funding model. The performance
model had four performance funding metrics: retention, graduation, wages and job placement (see Exhibit
1).
In determining funding, all performance metrics were weighted equally with a maximum potential of 10
points each for a total maximum of 40 points. An institution must have earned at least 20 points to
maintain its base funding. College performance fell into one of four categories; Purple, Bronze, Silver,
and Gold: (see Exhibit 2).
But how does HCC move from Bronze to Silver or Gold? Dr. Atwater had ideas but as he was known to
say, “The devil is in the details”.

Hillsborough Community College (HCC)

HCC served more than 43,000 students annually. HCC provided academic offerings including associate
in arts degree transfer tracks for those wanting the freshman and sophomore foundation of a bachelor’s
degree, as well as an associate in science programs and short-term certificate and vocational programs for
those wanting advanced skills needed for direct employment. With nearly 2,300 people employed, HCC
had an annual budget of $164 million. 84% of HCC graduates remained in Hillsborough County and
contributed more than $1.1 billion annually to the local economy.
HCC was governed by a local District Board of Trustees, comprising of 5 members (District Board of
Trustees. n.d). The board embodied a culture that resonated within HCC and the general Tampa Bay area.
Local citizens with diverse backgrounds and from different industries were appointed by the Governor of
Florida to volunteer their services on the Board. They had the "authority to adopt rules and procedures on
issues related to the fulfillment of the college's mission, including but not limited to, governance,
curriculum and instruction, programs, building, budget and finance, and personnel." (District Board of
Trustees. n.d.). Dr. Atwater reported directly to the Board of Trustees and was their only employee.

Mission

HCC's mission, as described on their web-site, was to deliver teaching and learning opportunities that
empowered students to achieve their educational goals and become contributing members of the local
community and global society. Their vision was to excel in proactively responding to the evolving
educational needs of their students, staff, workforce, and community through assessment and continuous
improvement.
HCC's 8 core values, also declared on their website, were student success, community service, diversity
and inclusion, sustainability, integrity, innovation, accountability, and professional development.

Institution Model and Performance Indicators

HCC's institutional model revolved around their student lifecycle; further showing their commitment to
student success. There were eight Internal Accountability Key Performance Indicators (see Exhibit 3) that
were measured for each stage of their student life cycle. The Florida Legislature further dictated that each
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institution be measured by four statutorily mandated performance metrics that directly impacted
performance funds. They were 1) retention 2) completion 3) job placement/continuing education, and 4)
completer wages (see Exhibit 4).

Performance Measures

On four metrics for FY 2018-19, HCS performed below the FCS in retention and completion. HCC
performed above the FCS in employment. In addition, HCC achieved high performance in completer
wages as compared to local service area wages. Performance over 100% received maximum performance
funding points. (see Exhibit 5).
“Hillsborough Community College maxes out in the wages and placement metrics. We put a heavy
focus on workforce training and that's why we do well in these categories. For example, we
instituted a welding program which resulted in 55 graduates and they had 200 jobs waiting for
them. Our challenges are in the retention and graduation categories”. –Dr. Ken Atwater

Allocation of Performance Funding Points

Similar to FY 2017-18, for FY 2018-19 HCC remained in the “Bronze” funding category where base
funding was restored but no performance funding was awarded.
A Bronze designation required earning between 20 points and points equated to one standard deviation
below the mean of the Florida College System (29.02 for FY 2018-19). Five colleges were designated
Bronze: Florida Keys, Gulf Coast, HCC, Miami-Dade, and Pensacola State College. A maximum of 40
points could be earned across the four measures.
HCC received a total of 22.56 performance funding points. This was virtually unchanged from the prior
year total of 22.54 points. Most of the points earned by HCC were by virtue of excellent performance on
the job placement and completer wages (19.56) metrics. The remaining three points were generated by
performance on the measures of student retention and completion (see Exhibit 6).

Collaborate versus Compete

Dr. Atwater believed that the colleges in the area should not compete. The ultimate focus was on
graduation and student success. As a result, he supported collaboration between Tampa Bay area colleges
regardless of the service area. Out of respect for each institution, colleges routinely communicated new
program goals and requested permission to offer programs outside their service area.

Leadership

Dr. Atwater’s leadership style was one where he was heavily engaged in the Institution's activities. He did
not have a Chief of Staff like many other colleges. Dr. Atwater preferred to work with his 14 direct
reports to brainstorm and generate innovative ideas. He implemented four pillars when he became the
president of Hillsborough Community College comprising of Collaboration, Technological Advancement,
Student Success, and Customer Service. Dr. Atwater successfully increased the graduation rate by
50%from 3,000 to 6,000 students between 2010 to 2018.
“The hardest part is getting the right people into the right job. I have 14 people reporting directly
to me instead of a chief of staff like most other colleges. I could have a chief of staff like others,
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but this is how I stay so close to everything. It's important to spend a lot of time on getting the right
people, a lot of time!"--Atwater

How does Dr. Atwater Get HCC to the Next Level?
Cohort Tracking

The Florida Department of Education (FDOE) sent HCC documentation detailing the model’s
methodology and the cohorts used. The familiarity with the models and knowledge of the cohorts selected
allowed HCC to recreate or duplicate the performance metrics determined by FDOE. Reproducing the
data and understanding how it was calculated enabled HCC to review past trends and predict future
performance patterns. (see Exhibit 7)
The measurements were based on students enrolled in the fall term. These students were full-time
students and enrolled in college for the first time. These students were grouped into the first time in
college (FTIC) cohort. Completion and retention rates were calculated based only on the full-time FTIC
students. Lower retention and completion scores contributed to HCC’s Bronze rating the previous two
years.
Performance funding cohort tracking of HCC students upon admission to the college identified current
and future students that contributed to the performance metrics. Tracking provided an opportunity to
proactively intervene with institutional strategies, improving student performance and the ability to obtain
a credential from the college. Student tracking allowed teachers to identify students that needed
additional assistance and allowed for targeted program development that would directly address their
needs. Designated tutors and advisors were made available to the cohort as a resource for guidance on
program completion and graduation.

Software

HCC used insights generated by SAS-Business Intelligence (BI) tools for long-term and short-term goals
and across organizational tasks. SAS-BI’s role was to integrate data spread all over the organization
providing users with self-service reporting and analysis. HCC used SAS-BI software to develop and
create innovative programs that tracked and predicted student performance. SAS-BI was used across
platforms to create multiple programs for HCC to address retention and graduation metrics. Since spring
2011, these SAS-BI programs helped add 5,121 additional completions to HCC’s total completions that
may not have otherwise occurred. (see Exhibit 8)

Advancement of Auto Graduation, Reverse Graduation, and Near
Graduation programs

Data and feedback from HCC student surveys indicated that many students who completed courses
necessary for certification or graduation were unaware of their completion status. HCC used SAS-BI as
an innovative method to identify and reward those students who have met requirements for degree
obtainment as well as students enrolled who were close to completing a degree; these processes was
called Auto Graduation, Reverse Graduation and Near Graduation.
Auto Graduation allowed HCC to automatically award a degree or certification to students who
unknowingly met graduation requirements. These students would then be included in federal and state
data reporting that was used by FDOE to calculate their performance data.
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Reverse graduation was a similar method of awarding students with an automatic credential:
“In spring 2013, HCC entered into a reverse-transfer memorandum of understanding with the
University of South Florida (USF) and four sister state colleges to support completion efforts in
the Tampa Bay region. Under the agreement, HCC students and the other state college students
who transfer to USF prior to completing an associate in arts degree are reverse-awarded their
associate degrees when they successfully complete the required courses at USF.” (Atwater, 2015)
Near Graduation was developed through SAS-BI to identify students enrolled or formerly enrolled and
close to completing a degree. This analysis enabled advisers and staff the ability to contact students and
inform the student they were “near graduation.” Advisors would then offer information and guidance
towards completing a degree program. (Atwater, 2015)

Implementation of the Quality Enhancement Plan, Start2Finish

The HCC Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) committee investigated data from SAS-BI which indicated
high rates of attrition among First-Time-In-College (FTIC) students. The committee determined an
extended advising of FTICs within a success course was necessary. The “Start2Finish” QEP was
developed to improve retention and completion among FTIC students by employing additional advising,
curricular, and co-curricular strategies during the students’ first year. It primarily targeted Associate of
Arts (AA) degree-seeking students. It would become a focus of faculty-advisor teamwork to aid
academic planning that aligned students’ aptitudes, career interests, and life goals. In addition to the early
development of an academic plan, FTIC students would acquire college navigation skills and learn about
college support services. Moreover, students would engage with the college community, participating in
co-curricular activities related to their academic and career goals. HCC conducted a pilot of the program
in the Spring semester of 2017; the initial findings by students was that the course made them feel more
confident that they could stay on track and graduate college. (The Quality Enhancement Plan. (n.d.)).
Start2Finish addressed FTIC students by improving their knowledge of support services and outlining a
path aligned with their goals and interests towards successful completion of their classes and programs. It
also improved student retention and led to higher graduation rates; both of which were performance
funding measures that HCC needed to improve. (The Quality Enhancement Plan. (n.d.)).

Expansion of FUSE

Many students enrolled in HCC for the numerous degree options, certifications, and credentials that the
institution offered. Potential students also enrolled in HCC as a gateway to the University of South
Florida (USF) because of its affordability compared to other state universities or private options that
offered the same or similar programs. They would then transfer over to USF. The FUSE program was
created with these types of students in mind to address their educational goals as well as to increase
retention and graduation rates. (see Exhibit 9)
FUSE was a guaranteed admissions program between the University of South Florida and eight Florida
College System institutions including HCC. The ultimate goal was to provide seamless pathways to get
both an associate degree and a USF baccalaureate degree. Students who met the criteria of the program
would be identified, co-advised and tracked as FUSE students and would be guaranteed admission to USF
upon successful completion of the associate degree. A FUSE student would not just be admitted into
USF, the student would also be enrolled in their specific degree program. FUSE students had to graduate
within three years of enrollment and meet minimum test score requirements. Students choosing to join
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FUSE would transition from one school to USF with a greater sense of belonging to both HCC and
USF. The expansion of FUSE would also identify more students who were seeking admission to
USF. These students would have been selected because of their high likelihood of completing the HCC
associate degree and acceptance into USF. (FUSE. (n.d.))

The Politics of Performance Funding

Dr. Atwater realized the $2 million that the college was fighting for in performance funding was a small
percentage of the college’s total budget of $164 million. However, the attention that performance funding
received at the state level and back home at the Board of Trustees level were optics that Dr. Atwater
needed to consider.
He also needed to consider how much in administrative resources that he wanted to commit for this task.
The college had a number of new initiatives and proven successes that all needed additional resources.
Performance funding was a new priority given to him by his board and he needed to act on that direction.
Dr. Atwater also needed to be cognizant of the political ramifications. Each year, the college had to
advocate for additional resources in Tallahassee during the annual legislative session. Performance
funding had consistently been a priority of the House and Senate administrations and the Governor’s
office. Dr. Atwater needed to show how he was addressing HCC’s performance in some way, but
performance funding is not his only priority.
“Our top priority will always be our students. Any dollars the college can obtain are important and
we should strive to obtain them since it means additional resources for students. New resources can
be used for more than just an 18-year-old graduating from high school and entering college for the
first time. These new dollars can be used for the single mom who is coming back to school to better
her life for her and her child. The resources can also be used for somebody who wants to change
their career and needs the credential to start a new journey. --Atwater

The Decision

After receiving his second straight Bronze performance funding rating, Dr. Atwater wanted to press
forward with some game-changing initiatives. Dr. Atwater’s objective was to find ways to increase the
college’s performance in 2 of the 4 metrics the college had historically rated lowest, retention and
graduation. However, Dr. Atwater wanted to continue the volume of graduates the college had produced
over the past 8 years while serving as HCC’s president. Dr. Atwater was challenged with several
different options that presented advantages and disadvantages but poised the administration to influence
positively HCC’s performance funding rating. Dr. Atwater stood in front of the window of his office
overlooking downtown Tampa while considering the following options:
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•

Performance Funding Student Tracking would help with identifying past trends along with
future projections. SAS-BI would also improve the precision of the projections, monitoring and
targeting the correct students to get the biggest return on investment. A drawback of this strategy
would include the additional resources needed such as tutors and advisors to help guide the
students towards completion.

•

Advancement of auto-graduation, near-graduation, and reverse graduation were additional
processes that would help increase graduation and retention through the assistance of SAS-BI
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tools. These tools would identify students that were either eligible for graduation or close to
completion and provide them with a clear path to get their degree, positively impacting HCC’s
graduation rate. This strategy had its benefits but would present challenges including the
manpower needed to run the models, locate and identify the students that fell under these
guidelines and offer a tailored roadmap for their completion.
•

Implementation of the Quality Enhancement Plan, Start2Finish, would give FTIC’s the skills
to navigate college successfully and provide support services that would presumably increase
retention and graduation rates during the student’s first year. Students felt like the course gave
them the confidence to stay on track and graduate. However, with limited resources, additional
faculty workload, and the need for additional advisors, would this improve retention and higher
graduation rates enough to justify the costs?

•

Expansion of FUSE would identify more students seeking admission to USF. Students would be
guaranteed admission into USF after completing an AA at HCC. Since these students were
typically high performing students, HCC would benefit due to increased completion and retention
times. The college would incur additional costs for additional advisors and student monitoring.
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Exhibit 1: Florida Performance Funding

Source: Internal HCC memo
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Exhibit 2: Florida College System

Source: Florida Department of Education
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Exhibit 3: Key Performance Indicators

Source: Hillsborough Community College
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Exhibit 4: 2017-18 Performance Funding

Source: Florida Department of Education
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Exhibit 5: HCC Performance Funding Model

Source: Florida Department of Education
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Exhibit 6: FY 2018-19 Performance Funding Results

Source: Internal HCC memo
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Exhibit 7: Performance Funding Projections

Source: Internal HCC memo
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Exhibit 8: Auto-Graduation by Term

Source: Internal HCC memo
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Exhibit 9: FUSE Program Steps

Source: University of South Florida
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